Hi
I am Richard Freiberg of Cyberlitica and I will be speaking on the latest cyber security trends.
https://youtu.be/r9Egmfy9udw
The National Cyber Security Centre in the UK stated that several organizations involved in Covid-19
vaccine development in the UK, US, and Canada have been targeted in a cyber attack by a Russian
hacking group known as APT29.
Employees planning to leave their jobs are involved in 60% of cybersecurity incidents. These "flight risk"
employees often change their behavioral patterns from two months to two weeks before conducting an
insider attack. There are ways to detect and predict that behavior, BUT awareness of the potential is a
critical initial step. A holistic response is needed to combat this threat. It is not just an IT issue. It takes an
enterprise-wide approach starting with senior leadership with legal counsel coordination to plan for,
prevent, detect, respond to, and recover from insider threats. Ongoing screening of personnel behavior
and developing a training curriculum to generate insider threat awareness and risks is a MUST! A large
recent case – Capital One!
As Twitter grapples with the worst security breach in its history it must now uncover whether its
employees were victims of sophisticated phishing schemes or if they deliberately allowed hackers to
access high-profile accounts. While the cyber-attack didn’t actually drain money their reputation took a hit.
More damage could come later, if Twitter’s cyber-security vulnerabilities lead users to question the
authenticity of the tweets we read. This hack demonstrates an attack can be short, and targeted, for it to
be damaging. Apple is one of the world’s richest firms. A smaller attack on any other company could be
life-threatening. This is an excellent point to underscore the fundamental importance of cyber-security at
your firm.
As always if you need assistance in any of your cybersecurity issues please contact us. DON’T BECOME
ANOTHER STATISTIC! You, your customers, clients, and vendors will be most appreciative. And please
watch the video for additional details. Stay tuned for upcoming issues of our newsletter! Visit our website
for more details www.cyberlitica.com
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Your 1 stop shop for all your cybersecurity needs offering Dark Web Audit Application, Cybersecurity Awareness
Training, Malware Analysis, Preventive End Point Detection & Response, Pen testing, Legal, Cyber Insurance, and
ID Theft Protection for Business
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